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About us

RSC Publishing is a leading scientific publisher, offering an exceptional range 
of peer-reviewed journals, magazines, books, databases and publishing 
services to the chemical science community. Not only are our journals the 
fastest in the field, we offer truly innovative electronic workflow systems. We 
are committed to investing in our journals to show the science in new and 
exciting ways. RSC Prospect is a pioneering new service that does just that.

Visit www.rsc.org/journals to see a full list of our journals and read on to 
find out more about RSC Prospect.
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Introducing RSC Prospect

RSC Prospect is the award-winning* service that structures the science within 
RSC Journal articles. We’ve added computer-readable meaning to our articles 
by applying internationally recognised labels and conventions. De� nitions, 
synonyms and structures are a mouse-click away. Linking related articles 
together using this new technology brings you innovative ways of � nding 
articles of interest. 

This step-by-step guide to using RSC Prospect shows you how to make 
the most of our enhanced html articles by demonstrating all of the special 
features available to you, including:

 biomedical terms linked to de� nitions and related papers,
 RSS feeds with biomedical terms and compound structures,
 hyperlinked compound information in text,
 downloadable compound structures, and
 searching for articles by compound structure.

*Winner of the 

2007 ALPSP/Charlesworth award 

for Publishing Innovation

“delightfully simple to use” 
 Judging panel, 2007 ALPSP/Charlesworth awards
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How does RSC Prospect work? 

The science within RSC Journal articles has been made computer-readable 
through semantic enrichment, a process where we add metadata (data 
about data) into the article text.

In a nutshell, skilled RSC technical editors use text mining to annotate 
compounds, concepts and data within the articles and link these to 
additional electronic resources such as biological databases. 

Structural information is attached to chemical names appearing in our 
journal articles; even chemical names that have never been seen before. 

We also use subject ontologies (biomedical and chemical) to index our 
articles. An ontology is a hierarchical classification that includes the 
vocabulary for terms in a subject area and describes how they are related to 
each other.

More technical details can be found on the RSC Prospect web site.

Benefits for you

RSC Prospect is unique. No other publisher offers the same service for the 
chemical sciences. 

The information we add within our research articles makes it easier to 
find the articles of most interest to you, as well as providing you with 
downloadable information about compounds, saving you time. 

An excellent teaching resource, the links to compounds, structures, scientific 
concepts and electronic databases means a wealth of further information is 
instantly available to you.

Because RSC Prospect offers intelligent new ways of finding relevant articles, 
our authors benefit from an increased visibility of their research articles to the 
scientific readership.
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“invaluable for students getting into literature searching”
 Professor Stephen Haswell, The University of Hull 

Getting started

To bene� t fully from RSC Prospect you will need to have authorised access 
to RSC Journals online. If you don’t have full text access to our journals via 
a subscription, you can purchase individual papers using our pay-per-view 
service.* 

RSC Journals home (www.rsc.org/journals) is the gateway to accessing our 
journals. On this web page a dropdown menu provides direct links to the 
individual homepages of all our journals. Each journal has a homepage and 
from this page you can link to the latest or previous issues, as well as read 
journal news and much more.

Individual Journal homepages, like the ChemComm home, can be accessed from the RSC 
Journals home, the gateway to RSC online journals.

* Visit www.rsc.org/subscribe for more information on how to subscribe to RSC Journals or 
to recommend our journals to your librarian.
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Which articles are enhanced?

You can � nd RSC Prospect-enhanced html articles by browsing our journal 
contents lists for 2007 and 2008 and looking for the RSC Prospect icon:

The icon appears alongside enhanced articles in any contents or search 
result listing. Clicking on the article title will take you to the abstract page 
(also called the landing page) for that article, from where you can select 
di� erent options to access the article. 

Select the option Enhanced HTML article to access the full text of the 
enhanced article.

 Landing page for an RSC article showing the RSC Prospect icon.
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Enhanced article at a glance

The enhanced features are accessed from a toolbox on the top right hand of 
the screen. This transparent toolbox illuminates when you move the cursor 
over it. As you scroll through the article, the toolbox also scrolls to keep all of 
the options available to you as you read. For better readability, the toolbox 
can be minimised fully or partially by clicking on the arrow buttons next 
to any options not required. Moving the cursor away from the toolbox will 
make it transparent again.

From this simple toolbox you can � nd some standard options that allow 
you to print, download a pdf version, or email a direct link to the article to a 
colleague. 

Need help? Our FAQ Prospect View help � le contains details about browser 
limitations and answers your basic technical questions about how 
RSC Prospect works. 

Navigating an article

By clicking on the    link in the toolbox, a list appears that contains 
each of the section headings in the article. Select a heading to jump directly 
to that section of the article. This makes it easy to navigate to sections of 
interest without needing to scroll through large amounts of text. Click on 
the navigation link again to hide the list.

An enhanced html article showing the RSC Prospect toolbox.

‘‘very intuitive/straightforward to use’’
 Dr. Guillermo Moyna, University of the Sciences in Philadelphia 
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Finding related articles

The advanced features menu o� ers you a few ways of � nding articles related 
to the one you are reading. Advanced features can be accessed from a 
dropdown menu in the toolbox. 

You can � nd other articles in the scienti� c literature that cite the one you are 
looking at. Select � nd citing articles then hit . The results are delivered 
in a new window and the citing articles can be accessed using the links 
provided.* 

Likewise, you can � nd similarly titled articles or � nd articles by same 
author by selecting either of these options in the advanced features 
dropdown menu. These two searches currently deliver to you a list of other 
articles appearing in RSC Journals. 

Also from the advanced features menu you can download key information 
from the article into software tools for managing and citing references (such 
as EndNote, Reference Manager, ProCite, BibTex), sign up for our e-mail 
contents alerting service or our enhanced RSS feeds. Our enhanced RSS 
feeds are covered in more detail on page 15.

*For citing articles appearing in RSC Journals the abstract is free to access. If you don’t have 
full text access through a subscription, you can purchase papers online by selecting one of 
the pay-per-view options available on the article landing page.

Zoom view of RSC Prospect toolbox showing ‘� nd citing articles’ search selected from the 
advanced features menu pop-up window on right shows search results.
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Linking to compounds, structures and scienti� c concepts

In this section we’ll show you ways in which you can access additional 
information related to an article. This is performed from the main toolbox 
using the  and  sub-menus.

Ontology terms

Our journal articles have been tagged with terms from biomedical and 
chemical ontologies.*

Ontology terms assigned to the article can be viewed in the dropdown 
menu shown here. Selecting a term that appears in this menu opens a 
new window containing the relevant ontology information for that term, 
including:

 a de� nition, 
 the relevant ontology identi� cation code, 
 any synonyms, 
  links to enhanced html articles in RSC Journals that reference the term, 

and
 link(s) to the relevant ontology web-based browser(s). 

Enhanced html article showing ‘DNA base’ selected from the ontology terms menu. Pop-up 
window on left shows the sequence ontology information. 

*See the glossary on page 17 for further details.

‘‘a plethora of information is available at the click of the mouse’’ 

 Professor Amit Basak, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur 
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Highlight terms

Under this part of the toolbar up to four different colour-coded options 
can be switched on in the article text to highlight linked terms. These are: 
compounds (pink), Gold Book (yellow), bio-ontology (blue) and chemical 
ontology (green). 

Compounds

Clicking on the    box highlights selected compound terms 
in pink in the text. Click on one of these highlighted terms to open up a 
new window containing further compound information about that term, 
including:

 a definition,
 any synonyms,
 a SMILES* string for the compound,
 the InChI* and InChIKey,*
 a downloadable CML* file of the structure,
 a 2D representation of the compound,
  links to enhanced html articles in RSC Journals that reference the term,
 a link to the compound in PubChem,* and
 a link to patent information.

Enhanced html article with compound terms highlighted and the compound ‘methacrolein’ 
selected. Pop-up window on right shows the compound information for ‘methacrolein’.

See glossary on page 17 for further explanation of these terms.
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Highlight terms (continued)

Compounds

Towards the base of the compound information window (shown on 
page 8), links are provided to � nd the identi� ed compound on PubChem
or within SureChem’s patent database.

Clicking on the links provided opens a new window containing information 
about the compound in the relevant online database.

PubChem and SureChem information about ‘methacrolein’, accessed from the links given 
on the compound information results page (see pop-up window on page 8).

‘‘a valuable tool for searching the literature quickly’’
 Professor Christian Stevens, Ghent University 
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Highlight terms (continued)

Gold Book
One of the electronic resources that we’ve linked our articles to is the 
Compendium of Chemical Terminology. Published by IUPAC and containing 
internationally accepted de� nitions for terms in chemistry, this de� nitive 
guide to chemical terminology is informally known as the ‘Gold Book’.  

Clicking on the  box highlights selected terms in yellow in the 
text that have entries in the Gold Book. 

Clicking on any term highlighted in yellow in the text opens a new window 
which links directly to the online version of the Gold Book.

Enhanced html article with Gold Book terms highlighted and the term ‘Grignard reagents’ 
selected. Pop-up window on left shows the Gold Book information.
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Highlight terms (continued)

Bio-ontology

Clicking on the  highlights in blue the biomedical terms 
from the Gene, Sequence, and Cell Ontologies that appear in the paper. 
These are the same terms that appear in the  drop-down 
menu in the RSC Prospect toolbox (see page 7). This highlight feature allows 
you to see the bio-ontology terms used in context in the article text.

Clicking on any term highlighted in blue in the text opens up a new window 
containing the ontology information for that term, including: 

 a de� nition,
 the relevant ontology identi� cation code,
 any synonyms,
  links to enhanced html articles in RSC Journals that reference the term, 

and
 link(s) to the relevant ontology web-based browser(s).

Enhanced html article with bio-ontology terms highlighted and the term ‘DNA duplex’ 
selected. Pop-up window shows the sequence ontology information.

‘‘opens access to those who want to explore areas they are not specialists in’’
 Dr. Eberhard Krauß, Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics
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Highlight terms (continued)

Chemical ontology

Clicking on the  box highlights selected compound 
terms in green in the text. Click on one of these green highlighted terms to 
open up a new window containing further ontology information about that 
term, including: 

 a de� nition, 
 the relevant chemical or reaction ontology identi� cation code, 
 any synonyms, 
  links to enhanced html articles in RSC Journals that reference the term, 

and
 a link to the relevant chemical ontology web-based browser.

Enhanced html article with chemical ontology terms highlighted and the term ‘carboxylic 
acids’ selected. Pop-up window on right shows the chemical ontology information.
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Structure searching

We’ve recently introduced a new structure and sub-structure searching 
function to RSC Prospect to help you � nd relevant articles in our journals. 
We invite you to help beta test this exciting new feature. Please send your 
feedback to the RSC Prospect development team at the address given on 
the back of this guide.

A link to the RSC Prospect structure search appears in the left-hand 
navigation of RSC Journal web pages. Alternatively you can bookmark the 
search page at www.rsc.org/structuresearch

You can use this search function in several ways to search for a structure in 
our enhanced HTML articles. 

If you already know the SMILES string for the compound you’re looking for, 
you can paste the string into the search box and hit   . 

Alternatively, you can draw your own molecule using the software provided 
(ChemAxon’s MarvinSketch)* or paste in a structure from ChemDraw or 
IsisDraw.

*The MarvinSketch structure drawing applet requires a Java 2 enabled browser that 
supports 1.4 or later version of Java. If you have problems viewing the applet please refer to 
the help � les at www.chemaxon.com/marvin

Searching for ‘cyclohexanone’ using the SMILES search function on the RSC Prospect 
structure search page. 

‘‘this is a terri� c idea!’’
 Professor Brian Shoichet, University of California, San Francisco 
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Structure searching (continued)

The structure and sub-structure search results are presented in a new 
window and show:

 compound name and variations,
 InChI,
 a 2D representation of the compound, and 
  links to enhanced html articles in RSC Journals that contain an exact 

match for the structure.

Enhanced html articles in RSC Journals that contain similar but not exact 
structures can be accessed by clicking on the Show close matches link.

The structure searching is at present restricted to RSC Journal articles which 
have been enhanced as part of RSC Prospect. 

RSC Prospect structure search results for ‘cyclohexanone’ showing exact matches. Pop-up 
window on right shows ‘close matches’. 
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Enhanced RSS feeds

Our journal RSS feeds deliver you much more than the current 
industry standard feed. 

RSC Journal RSS Feeds are enhanced with graphical abstracts (pictures 
illustrating the core concept of a paper); biomedical keywords (based 
on subject terms from Open Biomedical Ontologies); and 2D primary 
compound structures relevant to each article. So when you browse our RSS 
feeds not only do you see the compounds we’re publishing but also their 
biomedical or chemical activity.

And because the feed metadata has been enriched with this additional 
information, you can download data to a database for further analysis of 
results.

Signing up for RSC Journal RSS feeds is simple at www.rsc.org/rss

An enhanced RSS feed for an article appearing in Molecular BioSystems, showing the 
graphical abstract, ontology terms and primary compound structures relevant to the article.

‘‘another truly innovative step by RSC’’
 Professor Alejandro Marangoni, University of Guelph
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Thank you for taking the time to read our 
guide. We have shown how RSC Prospect 
enhances our online articles, and we are 
committed to continuing this project 
to include new features in new subject 
areas. RSC Prospect has taken elements of 
semantic web developments - structuring 
documents to enable meaning to be 
interpreted - and applied them to the 
scientific content of our articles to show the 
possibilities of applying standard identifiers 
to chemicals and concepts. Identifying the 
real content of published science opens up 
possibilities for new ways to discover, reuse, 
understand and analyse articles that weren’t 
previously possible. We have demonstrated 
some applications here, but there are many 
more possibilities which we intend to 
explore for our readers.

Much of this work so far has been based on 
academic research, especially that done with 
the Unilever Centre for Molecular Informatics 
and the Computer Laboratory at Cambridge 
University. There are other concepts being 

developed in other research centres and within the RSC which will apply to 
different areas of the chemical sciences. Essentially, the application of these 
concepts to publishing within RSC Prospect is to prime the pumps - we are 
the first publisher to use these standards, and by doing so and promoting 
their advantages, we hope to catalyse developments in research, to spread 
these developments through the publishing ecosystem, and to change the 
way chemical science information can be found, analysed and reused. 

We have applied RSC Prospect to the subject areas we could enhance 
well with existing standards and structured subject information - this was 
particularly well suited to organic chemistry and biological areas, so we 
currently enhance those articles that benefit the most. We will expand 
this coverage across the RSC’s published science content as we develop 
these enhancements in new areas of the chemical sciences, so the scope 
and breadth of our enhancements will grow. We will also be developing 
and promoting links to more information sources outside the RSC, and we 
predict that the available chemical information on the web will be brought 
together by application of these standard techniques in information 
classification and exchange.

As a learned society publisher, that is guided by our Royal Charter to 
promote the dissemination of the chemical sciences, we are proud to lead 
these developments. With the valued participation of our authors and 
readers we will continue to do so, and please don’t hesitate to suggest what 
we should do next. Welcome to the future.

The future of RSC Prospect, Richard Kidd, RSC Informatics Manager
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Glossary and further reading
ChEBI  �Chemical Entities of Biological Interest is a database of 

molecular entities focused on ‘small’ chemical compounds. 
ChEBI specifies the relationships between molecular entities or 
classes of entities and their parents and/or children. 

 www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi

CML  �Chemical Markup Language is an approach to managing 
molecular information using tools such as XML and Java. 

 cml.sourceforge.net

GO   The Gene Ontology project provides a controlled vocabulary 
to describe gene and gene product attributes in any organism. 

 www.geneontology.org

Gold Book   Informal name for the Compendium of Chemical Terminology 
(ISBN 0-86542-684-8), a book published by IUPAC containing 
internationally accepted definitions for terms in chemistry.

 goldbook.iupac.org

InChI   Pronounced “INchee”, the IUPAC�International Chemical 
Identifier is a textual identifier for chemical substances, 
designed to provide a standard and human-readable way to 
encode molecular information and to facilitate the search for 
such information in databases and on the web. 

� www.iupac.org/inchi

InChIKey  A hashed version of the full InChI designed to allow for easy 
web searches of chemical compounds.

OBO �Open Biomedical Ontologies is an effort to create controlled 
vocabularies for shared use across different biological and 

 medical domains, and includes the GO and SO projects. 
 www.obofoundry.org

OSCAR  Open Source Chemical Analysis Routines is a toolkit for the 
high-throughput and automated annotation of chemistry in 
scientific articles. RSC Prospect uses OSCAR for text mining.

 wwmm.ch.cam.ac.uk/wikis/wwmm/index.php/Oscar3� �

PubChem   Free database of chemical structures of small organic 
molecules and information on their biological activities, 
maintained by National Center for Biotechnology Information.

� pubchem.ncbi.nih.gov

SciBorg   SciBorg is a project to apply natural language processing 
methodologies to chemistry texts. The project is a 
collaboration between groups at the University of Cambridge 
and three major publishers, including RSC Publishing.

 www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~aac10/escience/sciborg.html

SMILES   The Simplified Molecular�Input Line Entry Specification is a way 
to represent 2D molecular structure as a compact linear string. 

 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMILES

SO  The Sequence Ontology project aims to develop an ontology 
for describing biological sequences.

 www.sequenceontology.org

‘‘even experienced readers will profit from an occasional use of the tools’’
 Professor David Kingston, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University 
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Questions, comments, suggestions?
The RSC Prospect development team would love to hear from you. 
Bookmark the web site for the latest news about RSC Prospect 
including new features, a demonstration and freely  
available example articles.

‘‘…its benefits to authors and readers 
are immediately obvious’’

Judging panel, 2007 ALPSP/Charlesworth awards

Royal Society of Chemistry

Registered Charity Number 207890

Thomas Graham House
Science Park, Milton Road
Cambridge 
CB4 0WF, UK

Tel: +44 (0)1223 420066
Fax: +44 (0)1223 423623
Email: projectprospect@rsc.org
www.projectprospect.org
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